■ INTRODUCTION
Complex RNA 3D structures consist of short canonical double helices formed by Watson−Crick guanine−cytosine (GC), adenine−uracil (AU), and guanine−uracil (GU) base pairs alternating with noncanonical regions. The noncanonical regions include internal, hairpin, and multihelix junction loops. These loops often comprise conserved sequences of nucleotides and are highly structured. 1 Recurrent and conserved elements of primary and secondary structures forming precisely shaped 3D building blocks of RNA molecules are known as RNA motifs. 2−4 The sarcin−ricin RNA motif (SR motif) ( Figure 1 ) is a textbook example of an RNA building block that occurs in many different contexts and folds autonomously, that is, in a context-independent manner. The SR motif can be found in the core of an RNA or on its surface. SR motif instances are observed as internal loops within helices and as parts of complex multihelix junctions. 5, 6 Both cases can be formed at the level of secondary structure (local motif formed by noncanonical base pairing of two strands) but also tertiary structure (composite motif involving more than two strands).
The diversity of locations and compositions of this motif suggests that it may serve a variety of functions.
The originally found SR motif is situated in helix 95 in domain VI of the large ribosomal subunit. It corresponds, together with an adjacent GAGA tetraloop, to one of the most conserved sequences of the ribosome and is referred to as the sarcin−ricin domain (SRD). 7 The name derives from the toxins sarcin and ricin that target the SRD of helix 95. 8−10 Sarcin cleaves the phosphodiester backbone at a specific position in the tetraloop, and ricin depurinates the adenine that is stacked at the top of the tetraloop. 8, 11, 12 Both the SR motif and the GAGA tetraloop are recognized by toxins. 13−15 The bulged G of this motif (Figure 1 ) is essential for specific recognition of SRD by sarcin. 14 Structural data reveal that sarcin recognizes the overall unique 3D conformation of the SR motif. 14, 16, 17 The SRD forms part of the binding site for elongation factors EF-Tu and EF-G (in bacteria). 18, 19 Disruption of the SRD by ribotoxins or deletion of SRD disables binding of elongation factors to the ribosome and causes its inactivation, although elongation factor-independent proteosynthesis is not affected. 20−22 The ability of the SRD to bind EF-G was confirmed by experiments with oligonucleotides.
14 According to structural data, the SRD is located close to the catalytic center of bound elongation factors. 21 Deletion, mutation, and disruption of SRD of the ribosomal Helix 95 are lethal. 22−24 There are several other universally conserved SR motifs in the ribosome. 5, 6, 25, 26 It has been suggested that SR motifs serve to organize the structure of rRNA during folding, which is supported by the high occurrence of SR motifs in domains I and II of the large ribosomal subunit. 5 Numerous atomic-resolution structures of SR motifs are available. Many occur in ribosomal X-ray structures, 5, 6 while several others occur in riboswitches. 27−29 There are also highresolution atomic structures of isolated SR motifs 16, 17, 30 alone or cocrystallized with ribotoxins. 16 The evolution of folded RNA molecules is constrained by the principle of isostericity. 31, 32 The sequence variability of structured RNA molecules can be understood by considering the geometry of the pairwise interactions (i.e., classification of base pairs) formed by the nucleotides in the motif. Viable base substitutions (mutations) at corresponding positions in different instances of the same motif almost always conserve the exact shape of its native signature interactions. 32 Although the basic principle of isostericity is now widely accepted, our knowledge of the full spectrum of sequence variants of different RNA motifs found in 3D structures and in sequence alignments is likely still incomplete. The sequence variability of known instances of a motif may be further constrained by exogenous (external) factors including distal tertiary interactions, interactions with a certain protein, or the need to avoid a certain folding pathway. Thus, it would be very useful to be able to predict likely sequence variants of known motifs using additional approaches.
It is well-established that violations of the principle of isostericity are rather rare, that is, nonisosteric substitutions are uncommon during evolution. 4−6 However, there are many sequences that should be able to form the SR motif (according to the base pair isostericity principle), but that were so far observed in neither structural nor sequence data. 5, 6 Thus, some sterically viable substitutions are not realized during evolution. This can be caused either by exogenous factors that can constrain sequence (see above) or by their intrinsic instability, that is, energy considerations. 33 To better understand which sequences are able to form SR motifs, we need to better understand why certain isosteric base combinations are not observed.
Some cases of unobserved sequences can be explained by conserved base−phosphate (BPh) interactions. BPh interactions were recently classified, extending the base pair classification. 34 While changes in base pairing are described by isostericity quite unambiguously, it is more difficult to describe the pattern of BPh interactions, because their formation is strongly dependent on the shape of the phosphodiester backbone. 34 In the present work we investigate conservation patterns in SR motifs using computational approaches. We perform bioinformatics (using structural as well as sequence data) analyses of SR motif sequence variants followed by extended explicit solvent molecular dynamic (MD) simulations to evaluate the stabilities of different sequence variants of the SR motif. We analyze structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) database and evaluate base pairing and other interactions in these structures to get an initial idea about variability of the SR motif. Based on this survey, we chose 10 sequences with different base substitutions for MD simulations. The simulations are primarily used to investigate different SR sequence variants which are not seen in the 3D structure database, to explain why they are not realized in the course of the evolution. MD simulation is an established technique that captures spontaneous dynamic behavior of RNA motifs on the submicrosecond time scale, starting from the folded structure. 3551 Although MD simulations do not directly reveal free energies, we can monitor structural instabilities of the SR motif caused by different base substitutions. It is likely that structures that develop significant instabilities on the submicrosecond time scale are less stable and thus unlikely to be able to form fully functional SR motifs. The simulations allowed us to better understand the relation between the sequence and tertiary structure of SR motifs and to propose a consensus sequence for viable SR motifs at the base pair level. Although the overall simulation performance was judged to be satisfactory and the simulation technique gives very useful results, we did notice some force field limitations which are briefly discussed in the Discussion.
■ METHODS Description of SR Motif. As the reference structure, we use the SR motif from 5S rRNA of Haloarcula marismortui (H. marismortui) (PDB code 1S72; residues 73−83 and 99−108). This variant has good base pairing geometry, and furthermore its sequence has the highest occurrence in RNA X-ray structures. Although the 1S72 crystal structure 52 is determined at 2.4 Å resolution, the structure of the selected SR motif very closely resembles the isolated SR motif determined at 1.1 Å resolution (PDB code, 483D 30 ). In our study, the two GU wobble (cWW) base pairs in the vicinity of the SR motif (U82/ G100 and G83/U99) were replaced by cWW (cis-Watson− Crick Watson−Crick, canonical) GC base pairs (Figure 1 ) to minimize end effects in simulations.
Numbering and Annotation. We investigate diverse sequence and structural variants of the SR motif. To unify the description of structures, we choose a common nucleotide numbering. The bulged G (strand 1) is numbered 6, and the A participating in the base triple (strand 2) is numbered 16 Figure 1 . 2D and 3D (wall-eyed stereo) representations of a typical SR loop, depicting the structure that is used as the reference structure in this study (marked as G78-1S72 in the following, with GU wobble base pairs replaced by canonical GC pairs, see below). The G-bulge region is red, the flexible region is blue, and canonical regions are green. The red, green, and blue numbering of nucleotides is used in this study, while the original numbering (taken from the PDB file 1S72) is orange. Standard annotations of base pair (bp) 31 and base− phosphate (BPh) 34 interactions are used.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry B ( Figure 1 ). To distinguish between crystal structures of SR motifs, we mark them by the original number of the bulged G and by the PDB code. Thus, the reference structure is marked as G78−1S72. The backbone suites (set of backbone dihedrals from δ to δ+1) are numbered according to the number of the residue containing the phosphorus atom. 53 SR motifs consist of canonical and noncanonical parts. The canonical part is modeled by cWW GC base pairs in the terminal regions. In the noncanonical part, we distinguish the G-bulge and flexible regions (Figure 1) . 35 The noncanonical base pairs of this motif are shown in Figure 2 .
Base Pairing and H-Bonds. The G-bulge region in the reference structure consists of a tHS A8/G15 base pair (bp) and G6/U7/A16 base triple comprising cSH G6/U7 bp and tWH U7/A16 bp, which is quite nonplanar (Figure 2 , Supporting Information, Figure S1 ). There is a characteristic cross-strand stacking of adenines (A8 and A16) and of the bulged G6 with A15 (Figure 3 ). The G-bulge region is also known as the GpUpA/GpA miniduplex and includes the G6-U7 dinucleotide platform. 54 The miniduplex has been studied in detail in refs 35, 54, and 55. Backbone suite 7 (GpU platform) forms an edge participating in a 4BPh interaction (base phosphate interaction type 4) 34 by U7(O2P) that makes H-bonds with N1 and N2 of G15. Moreover, there is an intrabackbone U7(O2P)−G6(O2′) interaction. 54 Bulged G6 also forms a 4BPh G6/A16 interaction with backbone suite 16. Other interactions in the G-bulge region are base−sugar G6(O2′)−G15(O6) and sugar−sugar G15(O2′)−A16(O4′) interactions (Figure 3) . The very complex system of 13 Hbonds and interstrand stackings make the G-bulge region very rigid 35, 54, 55 and means that the "bulged G" is actually very tightly integrated into the core of the motif.
The flexible region of the reference structure contains tSH G4/A18 and tHH A5/A17 bp's supplemented by a 6BPh A5/ A17 contact. Note that the name f lexible region likely originated from expectations in the older X-ray studies that the base pairing is weak and thus the region could fluctuate. Earlier MD simulations rather suggested that the whole SR motif is stiff. 35 Backbone Conformation. A characteristic feature of SR motifs is the S-turn conformation of the backbone around the bulged G, 56 which reverses chain direction in the flexible region and then restores it in the G-bulge region (the double flip over). A5 is in the "3′-5′ like" arrangement that enables formation of the 6BPh A5/A17 contact. The common native backbone conformation of SR motifs is, according to Richardson's classification, 53 described as G 3 1aG 4 5zA 5 4s-G 6 #aU 7 1aA 8 (strand 1) and G 14 1aG 15 1eA 16 1aA 17 1aA 18 (strand 2) sequence of suites. The reference structure exhibits a few deviations which may be due to resolution; namely, there is unclassified suite instead of 5z in strand 1. The high-resolution structures show several backbone geometries in this region.
Searching, Structure Selection, and Preparation. We used webFR3D 26 the online version of the FR3D 25  program suite to search for structures of the SR motif. FR3D enables searching in the PDB database. The reference structure was used as a model structure. Both symbolic and geometric approaches were used to define search input. Details about searches are described in the Results section.
The reference structure was used as the starting structure for MD simulations. We introduced mutations into this structure to derive different variants of the SR motif. The mutations were introduced in three steps: (1) The PDB file was modified (residue name was changed, and atoms that are different in old and new nucleotides were removed). (2) The missing atoms were automatically added by the X-leap module of the Amber software package. (3) The geometries of mutated bp's were manually adjusted to remove severe steric clashes and to relieve other problems introduced by the automatic insertion of missing atoms in step 2.
Sequence Analysis. The following procedure was applied to get SRL sequence variants from RNA multiple sequence alignments. Bacterial small ribosomal subunit (SSU) and large subunit (LSU), archaeal LSU, and eukaryal SSU and LSU alignments were downloaded from the Silva webserver 57 For each SRL instance from a ribosomal 3D structure, the full sequence of the 3D structure was aligned using the Needleman−Wunsch algorithm to each row of its corresponding alignment(s) to find the best matching entry; in every case, the exact sequence was found in the alignment with at most a handful of base substitutions. The nucleotides for each SRL instance were then mapped to columns of the alignment. Two primary extracts were made, the central 9 nucleotides, which correspond to positions 4−8 and 15−18 in Figure 1 , and the central 7 nucleotides, which correspond to positions 5−8 and 15−17 in Figure 1 . Only the 9 or 7 aligned columns were retained, after checking that the intervening columns are populated only by sporadic insertions and a small number of misalignments that would complicate the analysis but not change the overall results. The 9-or 7-nucleotide sequence variants thus obtained from each alignment were tallied and recorded.
For each of the 11 sequence variants studied in the article, the central 9 or central 7 nucleotides were extracted and searched in each sequence alignment extract(s). Supporting Information, Table S1, shows the alignments in which at least one match was found, the loop of the SRL instance that corresponds to that position in the alignment, the motif group ID where that instance appears in the RNA 3D Motif Atlas, and the corresponding designation of the structure used in this article. Numerical information in each line indicates the number of occurrences of the sequence in the corresponding columns of the alignment and the percentage of all sequence variants in those columns of that alignment. Thus, we present information on both the raw counts and the frequency of each sequence variant in each position of each alignment.
The conservation of nucleotides of different SR instances in LSU and SSU was extracted from sequence alignments, but also from a Comparative RNA Web Site 60 (Supporting Information, corrections. Some systems were also simulated with older variants of the force field without the essential χ OL3 correction; however, the simulations were visibly less stable than those carried out with the bsc0χ OL3 variant. We used the TIP3P 65 water model and standard Amber Lennard−Jones parameters for Na + atoms (radius 1.868 Å and well depth 0.0028 kcal/ mol). Discussion of the ion parameter choice can be found in our recent RNA simulation papers where many tests were presented with different ion parameters, ion concentrations, and water models, which led to the conclusion that the type of ion parameters and the ion concentration have a very small impact on the RNA dynamics. 36, 66 Since the present study builds up on qualitative analysis of relative simulation behavior of different SR motif sequence variants, we assume the results are entirely unaffected by the choice of ion condition and water model.
Simulations were performed using the Amber suite of programs. 67 Files with topology and coordinates were generated by the X-leap module of AmberTools. 67 Using Xleap we added Na + ions to neutralize the system and an octahedral box of explicit water solvent with minimal distance of 10 Å between the border of the box and solute. The standard equilibration and production inputs were used. 37, 66 The assembled system was heated, minimized, and equilibrated in several steps before each MD run. Artificial force constants were applied to the atoms of solute during minimization, equilibration, and thermalization in order to fix their positions. This restraint was gradually reduced to zero, and the last step was 50 ps of free MD run.
Explicit solvent MD simulations were performed using the particle-mesh Ewald MD method. 68, 69 The value of the nonbonded cutoff was 9 Å, and the integration time step was 2 fs. SHAKE 70 constraints were applied to all hydrogens to allow a longer time step. MD simulations were carried out with constant pressure boundary conditions and constant temperature of 300 K. The Berendsen weak-coupling algorithm 71 Figure S2 , for each SRL variant, and standard errors are shown in Supporting Information, Figure S3 .
Data Analysis. X-ray structures were analyzed with webFR3D and MolProbity 75−77 software. The trajectories were analyzed using Ptraj module of Amber and VMD. 78 VMD was also used for visualizing the trajectories. Graphs were plotted with Gnuplot 4.4.
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■ RESULTS
Searches. As a first step in understanding the relations between sequence and structure of the SR motif, we found existing X-ray structures of SR motifs and compared their characteristics. Five searches were performed using webFR3D. 25, 26 webFR3D enables searching for RNA 3D structures using symbolic, geometric, or mixed approaches. We confined the search to a nonredundant set (release 0.58 at 4.0 Angstrom resolution) of RNA X-ray structures. 26 First, we applied a symbolic approach. The following criteria can be specified as an input for the search based on the symbolic approach: the sequence of bases, base−base interactions, base−phosphate interactions, distances of nucleotides (in primary structure), and stacking of bases. The user can choose either an exhaustive description of the structure to find just a specified molecule or a less detailed description to find a wider range of matching structures. The critical step of searching using webFR3D is to define suitable searching criteria. Schematic illustrations of inputs of performed searches are shown in Figure 4 .
In search 1 we specified the exact sequence and all base−base interactions of the noncanonical part of the reference structure. To exclude composite motifs, constraints on distances of nucleotides were imposed. The criteria in this search were really
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Search 2 was similar to the first one, but the only sequence requirement corresponded to G6, U7, and A16 participating in the base triple. The base−base interactions and the continuity of strands remained identical as in search 1 (Supporting Information, Table S4 ). Twenty-four structures with different sequences but identical interactions between bases were found. All eight structures from search 1 were also found by search 2, and all structures found were local SR motifs.
The results of the first and second searches showed that the sequence of nucleotides at positions 4 and 18 is variable. In search 3 only the nucleotides G6, U7, and A16 were defined in sequence. Furthermore the base pairing in the G-bulge region and the geometry of 9/14 bp were specified. The nucleotides of the flexible region and the interactions between them were not specified. The third search identified 60 structures. Of these 14 were composite SR motifs, caused by the loose description of the flexible region. In comparison to search 2, this search found more structures, but a few structures found by search 2 were missed by search 3.
Our results illustrate that it is not simple to perform an unambiguous search using a purely symbolic approach. The main problem is that the user usually does not know the variability of sequence and interactions in the target motif.
We then performed geometric searches. The geometric approach searches for all 3D structures similar to the query structure defined by the user. The user-specified query structure should be highly characteristic for the searched motif.
In search 4 nucleotides 77−80 from the reference G78−1S72 structure were used as a query structure. These nucleotides include part of the S-turn, which is really a unique feature of the SR motif. All 56 structures found (Supporting Information, Table S4 ) were local SR motifs. This set of structures comprises all local SR motifs that were detected by symbolic searches. It seems that the geometric approach is the best choice for our purpose.
Finally, search 5, based on conserved nucleotides of the Gbulge region, was performed. The nucleotides of the G-bulge region were used as a query structure. Such criteria do not constrain variability of the flexible region and enable comprehensive searching for SR motifs in junction loops. This search identified 100 structures. It did not identify any new local SR motif, but some composite structures and geometrically similar structures (loop E motif) that are not relevant for our purposes were found. SR Motif Structures. Several studies mapping the occurrence of the SR motif in RNA molecules have been published. 5, 6 These studies describe sequence conservation and roles of SR motif in organizing RNA structures based on sequence data 5 or provide detailed descriptions of ribosomal SR motifs and their interactions with adjacent structural elements in atomic structures. 6 Our bioinformatics analysis provides the most complete overview of SR motifs carried out so far, with exhaustive structural analysis of all available structures supplemented by comparison of structural and sequence data.
Altogether 56 local SR motifs were identified by our searches (Supporting Information, Table S4 ). They were found in (i) large ribosomal subunits (38 cases), (ii) small ribosomal subunits (9 cases), and (iii) other molecules (10 cases). One structure (PDB code 4ERJ 29 ) was published after our initial search and was added afterward, resulting in 57 structures. We suggest that these 57 SR motifs can be divided into four groups.
Group I (19 structures, colored purple in Supporting Information, Figure S4 ) represents structures that have all five characteristic noncanonical bp's flanked by canonical bp at each end, leading to the following consecutive bp interactions: cWW-tHS-tWH-cSH-tHH-tSH-cWW. Group II (13 structures, colored blue in Figure S4 ) includes structures with characteristic noncanonical bp's: tHS-tWH-cSH-tHH-tSH, but with noncanonical or wobble flanking bp or with another bulged base in the neighborhood. Group III (10 structures, colored yellow in Figure S4 ) contains some difference of base pairing in the noncanonical region. Nevertheless, all structures of the first three groups have the S-turn and the characteristic fold of the SR motif. Group IV represents structures that either do not have the S-turn or have S-turn, but there is some another variability in their fold (15 structures, colored red in Figure S4 ). While structures in groups I−III are internal loops, the fourth group contains mainly junction loop SR motifs.
There are 7 internal loop and 2 junction loop SR-motifs in the large ribosomal subunit of H. marismortui ( Figure S4a , S4b). SR structures G213, G381, G464, G1370, and G2692 of 1S72 are universally conserved (based on sequence data) in all three domains of life, while the G175−1S72 SR motif is conserved across the archaea and bacteria (Supporting Information, Table S2 ). The 5S rRNA SR-motif (G78−1S72) is conserved across the eukaryota, but conservation in archaea is not so unambiguous (Supporting Information, Table S2 ). Only the G-bulge region of this motif has more than 90% conservation in archaea. Interactions of SR motifs with surrounding elements in large ribosomal subunit are described in Leontis et al. 6 Each of the four nonredundant small ribosomal subunits deposited in the PDB database contains two SR motifs. The first (G890−1FJG) occurs as an internal loop and the second (G1347−1FJG) as a junction loop ( Figure S4c ). Both G890− 1FJG and G1347−1FJG are universally conserved (Supporting Information, Table S2 ). Structure 1FJG contains an extra junction loop SR motif (G485−1FJG) not present in the other small subunit structures. SR motifs that were found in nonribosomal structures are shown in Figure S4d .
Base Pairing in SR Motifs. Table 1 contains a survey of bp's observed in X-ray structures of the SR motif. The core G6/U7/ A16 base triple is present in all structures in the native cSHtWH geometry. Thus, there is neither structural nor sequence variability in the triple. The tHS interaction of the 8/15 bp is also conserved in all structures. This bp is mostly formed by the G8/A15 combination (53 of 57 cases), so there is some sequence variability in the 8/15 interaction. The 5/17 bp is most often in tHH or tHH water-mediated (tHH-wm in the following) geometries (Figure 5a ). At the 4/18 position there is often bp with tSH geometry, but also near-tSH-water mediated (ntSH-wm in the following) (Figure 5b ), cWW and other geometries were detected. There is considerable variability in nucleotides forming the 4/18 bp. The SR motifs that are junction loops lack the 4/18 bp entirely.
Backbone Geometry. Several backbone conformations of the S-turn region were observed in the X-ray structures. The 1a-5z-4s-#a-1a sequence of suites is the most common in the SR motif, 53 and indeed 60% of structures match these criteria. There are some variations involving suites 6 (usually A 5 4sG 6 ) and 7 (usually G 6 #aU 7 ) in ∼40% of structures. In several cases (for relevant examples see structures G182−2ZJR, G219− 2ZJR, G1086−2XZM, and G47−4A1B) suite 7 exhibits strange geometry that does not fit any of the suites defined in Richardson et al. 53 This probably reflects resolution and refinement limits, specifically of the sugar ring. It is indicated by an unusual value of the ε angle (around 145°) 53 and by inconvenient positions of H-bond donors and acceptors. Some of these geometries are close to &a or other A-form geometries, but with unrealistic distance between O2′ and O2P atoms (2.0−2.5 Å), which indicates refinement errors. Another group that does not match the expected geometries has β value ca. −80°in suite 6 (for relevant examples see structures G205− 3UXR, G10−1JBR, and G588−1S72). Such geometries were not classified. 53 Note that many structures have X-ray resolution worse than 3 Å and backbone conformations of such structures are difficult to determine. Positions of bases and phosphates are more clearly visible in the electron densities.
BPh Interactions and Conservation in SR Motif. Nucleotides A5, G6, U7, A8, G15, and A16 are highly conserved in SR motifs. The BPh interactions 34 between G6/A16 (usually 4BPh with some 3BPh instances) and the A5/N17 6BPh interactions are universally conserved in structures. Nucleotides A5 and G6 are universally conserved in sequence, presumably in order to form the BPh interactions mentioned above. The third observed BPh interaction is G15/U7 4BPh or 3BPh and is present in more than 90% of structures. This interaction requires G at position 15. G15 is highly conserved in most of the ribosomal SR motifs (Supporting Information, Table S2 ). a Count means the number of instances of the SR motif comprising certain base pairs at a defined position. Numbers in parentheses show counts excluding the group IV. Note that the tWW U4/U18 bp occurred only in junction loop SR motifs. ntSH means near-tSH, and wm means water-mediated interaction. See Supporting Information, Figure S4 . Table S2 ). These conservation patterns are imposed by tertiary interactions. Conservation of the U4/C18 bp in SR motif of helix 95 (right column in Figure S2b ) can serve as an example. This SR motif interacts with L6 (bacteria) or L9 (archaea, eukaryota) ribosomal proteins. The sequence of protein interacting with C18 is not conserved. However, only C at position 18 is able to simultaneously serve as an H-bond acceptor to interact with the protein and an H-bond donor to interact with the nucleotide at SR position 4. Adenine lacks an H-bond acceptor to interact with the protein, uracil lacks an H-bond donor to interact with U4, and guanine cannot form an isosteric bp.
MD Analysis and SHAPE Probing of Substituted SR Motifs. Molecular simulations can be used to study the impact of base substitutions in nucleic acid structures based on known structures of the unsubstituted systems. 38, 39 This application of the simulation technique is justified because the description of the base pairing and base stacking interactions belongs to the most reliable parts of the force field approximation. 39 In this study we investigated base substitutions in the G78−1S72 SR motif to understand the relation between sequence and structure of this motif ( Figure 6 ). Further, we wanted to demonstrate that MD simulation can be used as a complement to bioinformatics and structural data to get insights into the role of base substitutions in known structures.
We simulated the reference (variant 0) system and 10 substituted structures ( Figure 6 ). These were selected to include observed structures, unobserved structures supported by sequence analysis, structures that could be isosteric but are not supported by sequence analysis and nonisosteric cases. SR motif variants 0, 1, and 6 are observed in the X-ray database, and existence of variant 3 is supported by sequence data. The remaining seven sequences are either not found or are extremely rare in the sequence alignments, as shown by Supporting Information, Table S1 . These sequences are thus unlikely to form SR motifs.
How To Compare MD Simulations and SHAPE Data. All simulated sequences were probed using the SHAPE technique. 74 It should be noted that the comparison between simulations and SHAPE experiments is not always unambiguous. The simulations start with folded SR structure. The time scale of the simulations should allow to identify sequences which are unable to keep a stable SR motif. However, the simulations are not long enough to predict alternative folds of those variants that are not stable as SR motif, unless the rearrangement can be achieved just by a trivial movement with minimal energy barriers. On the other hand, the SHAPE data should reflect the equilibrium structural dynamics for all studied sequences which even may consist of a mixture of structures. However, the SHAPE technique provides only a very limited structural resolution. It basically maps flexibility of the sugar− phosphate backbone of the individual nucleotides. Thus, we expect that agreement between MD and SHAPE should be seen mainly for those sequences that do form SR motifs. For the other sequences, MD and SHAPE techniques should indicate instability and lack of formation of SR motif, respectively. However, no further agreement needs to be achieved as the simulation technique is unlikely to reach the equilibrium structure probed by the SHAPE experiment.
Initial Bioinformatics Ranking. The term isostericity, quantified by the IsoDiscrepancy Index, 32 considers the geometrical parameters of bp's. The IsoDiscrepancy Index is appropriate for comparison of one bp with another. To compare whole motifs consisting of several bp's and often comprising BPh interactions, a more comprehensive approach is necessary. We used an "in house" approximate scoring function (described in Supporting Information) that considers base pairing and base−phosphate interactions. The studied systems were numbered according to this scoring scheme from the (presumably) most likely variant 1 to the least likely variant 10. Note, however, that the scoring is only tentative, since the structure ranked as 6 is actually observed in structural data. As Figure 6 . Annotated 2D structures of all simulated SR motifs (variant 0 is the reference structure). The G-bulge region is red, the flexible region is blue, and cWW GC base pairs are green. The yellow, orange, and red boxes indicate isosteric, near-isosteric, and not-isosteric substitutions, respectively. The structures are numbered from 0 to 10 according to decreasing score (considering base−base and base−phosphate interactions) that reflects the expected decreasing suitability of the system to form the SR motif (see the text). CG base combination is not able to form cSH base pair. We placed bases C4 and G18 near to required geometry and marked with ? in the variant 3.
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All bp's were evaluated using Supplementary Table S8 from Stombaugh et al., 32 which indicates occurrence frequencies of each bp in known RNA structural and sequence data (in the context of the given bp family) (Supporting Information, Table  S5 ). The RMSD values, length of simulations, and occurrence of studied variants in known RNA structures and sequences are shown in Table 2 . To exclude the contribution of unstable terminal GC bp's to the RMSD values, only the RMSD values of the noncanonical part of the structures were evaluated. RMSD developments can be found in Figure 7 .
Common Simulation Behavior. Let us first describe results that apply to all simulations, are not related to the substitutions, and will not be mentioned further.
1. For the native structure, we see similar developments as reported in earlier shorter simulations. 35 In the G-bulge region, the BPh G15/U7, base−sugar G6(O2′)/G15(O6), and sugar− phosphate G6(O2′)/U7(O2P) contacts were disrupted at the beginning of the simulation. Instead, a new water-mediated contact between G15 and backbone suite 7 or 8 was formed ( Figure 8) . As discussed elsewhere, 55 this is a hitherto unresolved local force field problem. It does not prevent using the simulations to study base substitutions since the perturbation remains local on the present time scale, and it is affecting all simulated structures to a similar extent. 2. The changes in G-bulge region are connected with changes of backbone geometry of suite 7, which shows transition from family #a to family 6g according to the standard classification 53 (Supporting Information, Figure S5 ).
3. The native interactions and the backbone conformation described above were nevertheless often temporarily restored in the simulations. The population of the native arrangement of G-bulge region is approximately 10% which indicates that the force field imbalance is rather modest (1−2 kcal/mol free energy imbalance) and may be corrected by some future tuning of the force field. 4. A new G4(O2P)/A5(O2′) sugar−phosphate interaction was formed at the beginning of the simulations. This interaction can be observed in high resolution crystal structures of SR motif (PDB codes: 3DVZ, 483D, and 1Q96) though not in the reference structure.
5. The terminal cWW G11/C12 bp was frequently reversibly disrupted. This is, however, a rather common end effect in simulations which does not affect the behavior of the SR part of the structure.
6. Sequence variants 1, 2, 5, 7, and 8 contain C/C or C/A 4/ 18 bp, which tends to sample cWW geometries. Base pair classification suggests that, in most other RNA structures, cWW C/C and cWW C/A bp's are protonated. 31 Since all simulations started with the 4/18 base pair in the tSH geometry, residue 18 was not protonated. Since fully paired cWW C/C and C/A bp's cannot be formed without protonation, water-mediated contacts were formed instead, and we call this arrangement cWW-wm base pairing. Similar geometries were observed in simulations for UC base pair. 35 Note that the experimental SRL structures do not indicate protonation of the 4/18 bp, as the observed cWW geometries are imperfect (Table 1) . We have also carried out simulations with protonated cytosine (not shown), which immediately formed a firm cWW 4/18 bp. This was accompanied by visible fluctuations of the adjacent 5/17 base pair. This arrangement is not in agreement with the experimental SRL structures, indicating that protonation of C/ C and C/A base pairs is unlikely to occur in the context of SR motif 4/18 bp.
Simulations of the Individual Structures. The simulations were initially run for 200 ns, which should be sufficient to see the basic effect of the base substitutions. We have observed the following behavior.
The Reference Structure (Variant 0). The sequence of the reference structure is abundant and can be also found in the following 3D structures: G78−1S72, G77−3U5H, G242− 3UXR, G24−3D0U, G1114−3U5F, G27−3DIR, G890−1FJG, and G1266−3UXR. All SR bp's were stable in the simulation. The 6BPh A5/A17 contact was stabilized at distance about 2.95 Å. Changes of backbone torsion angles in the S-turn region are captured in Supporting Information, Figure S5 , and probably reflect local force field imbalance, as explained above.
Variant 0 has been shown by UV-monitored thermal melting to be very stable thermodynamically 80 and is a variant that is more prevalent in thermophiles as it contains two tHS AG pairs. It showed no significant SHAPE reactivity, indicating that it is rigid and very stable. Variant 1. Variant 1 was constructed by the tSH G4/A18 → C4/C18 isosteric substitution. This variant is widespread based on sequence data and was observed in the following 3D structures: G175−1S72, G242−2QBG, G205−3UXR, G182− 2ZJR, G47−4A1B, G84−4A1B, G10−1JBS, and G10−1Q96. All bp's in the G-bulge region were stable, but some fluctuations occurred in the flexible region. Particularly, the mutated C4/ C18 bp fluctuated between tSH, ntSH-wm, and cWW-wm geometries (Figures 9 and 10) . The ntSH-wm geometry is a transitional state between tSH and cWW-wm geometries. The adjacent A5/A17 bp fluctuates between tHH and tHH-wm geometries (Figures 9 and 10) . Fluctuations of both base pairs were correlated. The most populated substate (4/18 tSH, 5/17 tHH) (Figure 10 ) is in agreement with experiment, while the less populated (4/18 cWW-wm, 5/17 tHH-wm) was not observed in crystal structures. Note that the ntSH-wm and cWW-wm CC geometries are so similar that it is not possible to rigorously calculate their populations. Since the dominant populated state of the flexible region is the same as in the experiment and the other geometry is similar, MD suggests that the substitution does not destabilize the SR motif, in agreement with bioinformatics data.
Variant 1 showed no significant SHAPE reactivity, indicating that it is also rigid and stable.
Variant 2. Variant 2 includes isosteric tSH G4/A18 → C4/ A18 and tHH A5/A17 → A5/C17 substitutions. The G-bulge region was stable, but we observed dynamics in the flexible region. Importantly, the mutated C4/A18 bp left the tSH geometry and fluctuated between cWW-wm and cWW_B geometries (Figures 9 and 10) . The adjacent A5/C17 bp fluctuated between tWW and tHH-wm geometries (Figure 10 ). The 6BPh A5/C17 interaction was disrupted in the tWW geometry and fluctuated in the tHH-wm geometry. The changes in the flexible region were correlated. The considerable structural fluctuations in the flexible region indicate that the structure is rather unstable, in agreement with absence of this variant in sequence and structural data. The SHAPE data are consistent with the simulations. The SHAPE reactivity is increased compared to variants 0 and 1, albeit does not rule out formation of some folded structure with some features resembling the SR motif. The loss of stable 5/17 interaction seen in simulations is nevertheless visible in the SHAPE data.
Variant 3. Variant 3 included tSH G4/A18 → C4/G18 substitution. In general, the tSH C/G bp configuration does not offer a viable base pairing, and indeed this base pair does not exist in RNA X-ray structures. 32 The cWW CG 4/18 base pair is observed in structure G485−1FJG. This, however, is one of the variants of SR visibly differing from perfect SR motif (group IV) as well as from the variant 3 (namely, structure G485− 1FJG contains unusual 5/17 GC combination, Supporting Information, Figure S4c) . We found few instances of potential variant 3 nucleotide combination in sequence data of SR motifs (Supporting Information, Table S1 ). However, in those cases, the suggested 3/19 bp flanking the SR motif has most often UU, UC, or CC base combinations, indicating that it takes further sequence changes outside the core of the SR motif to accommodate the potential single tSH G4/A18 → C4/G18 substitution. Thus, variant 3 is anticipated to be unstable in simulations as it has canonical 3/19 bp and no other substitution. Indeed, we observed changes in both the flexible and G-bulge regions. The C4/G18 bp changed to stable cWW bp, and this rearrangement affected the adjacent A5/A17 pair. The 6BPh A5/A17 interaction was disturbed, and the A5/A17 bp changed to tWW geometry ( Figure 10 ). These nonisosteric rearrangements in the flexible region compromised the stability of the base triple, and all hydrogen bonds formed by G6 fluctuated considerably.
The SHAPE probing is consistent with the simulations and bioinformatics data. The SHAPE reactivity is evidently increased compared to variants 0 and 1, albeit it does not rule out formation of some folded structure with some features resembling the SR motif. Consistent with the formation of a stable cWW pair at positions 4 and 18 in the simulation, there is very little SHAPE reactivity at these positions. However, the neighboring positions 5, 6, 7, 16, and 17 show increased reactivity, consistent with the simulation revealing perturbation of the motif induced by the cWW 4/18 pairing. Thus we suggest that the SR motif formed by sequence variant 3 could be occasionally stabilized by specific tertiary context in large RNA molecules consistent with the sequence data and requires a noncanonical bp at position 3/19.
Variant 4. Variant 4 included isosteric tSH G4/A18 → U4/ A18 and near-isosteric tHS A8/G15 → U8/G15 substitutions. We observed changes in the flexible and G-bulge regions. The mutated U4/A18 bp oscillated between tSH and near-tSH (ntSH in the following) geometries (Figures 9 and 10 ). In the ntSH geometry the U4(O2)/A18(N6) H-bond was maintained, while the U4(O2′)/A18(N6) distance was stretched to 4.5 Å. The adjacent A5/A17 bp oscillated between tHH and tHH-wm geometries (Figures 9 and 10) . The changes in the flexible region were correlated (Figure 10 ). The G6/U7/A16 base triple was affected by the adjacent U8/G15 bp. In contrast to the tHS A/G bp, where 3 H-bonds are present, there is only one H-bond in the mutated tHS U/G bp. The U8/A15 bp had a notable propeller twist that allowed formation of the U8(O2)/A16(N6) contact replacing the U7(O2)/A16(N6) interaction. These changes occurred repeatedly during the simulation. The G15(O2′)/A16(O4′) sugar−sugar interaction fluctuated. Although the instabilities observed in G-bulge region are rather small, we need to consider that the simulation time scale is short and the structure can develop larger perturbations on longer time scales (see below). SHAPE data for this and some other variants are commented on later.
Variant 5. Variant 5 included isosteric tSH G4/A18 → C4/ A18, tHH A5/A17 → A5/C17, and near-isosteric tHS A8/G15 → U8/G15 substitutions. We observed changes in the flexible and the G-bulge regions. The mutated C4/A18 bp was mostly in cWW-wm geometry (Figures 9 and 10) . The adjacent A5/ C17 bp adopted a tHH-wm geometry. As for variant 4, the G6/ U7/A16 base triple was affected by the adjacent U8/G15 bp, which again propeller-twisted, forming the U8(O2)/A16(N6) contact instead of U7(O2)/A16(N6). We evidenced large reversible fluctuations in both the G-bulge and flexible regions. For a 10 ns long time period, the G6/U7/A16 base triple disrupted, while a non-native U8/G15/A16 base triple was formed. That results in perturbation of all bp's in the flexible region. Simulation of variant 5 confirmed that the tHS A8/G15 → U8/G15 mutation could cause sizable structural changes as was proposed for variant 4. It also explains why the nearisosteric U8/G15 bp is not observed in sequence data. The absence of two H-bonds in the 8/15 bp and poor stacking of U8 with adjacent bases result in the instability of the G-bulge region (variants 4, 5, and 10 below).
The native 4BPh G15/U7, base−sugar G6(O2′)/G15(O6), and sugar−sugar G15(O2′)/A16(O4′) contacts which disappeared at the beginning of the simulation were surprisingly restored in the perturbed geometry. As noted above, the loss of these interactions occurs in essentially all simulations and is rather due to force field imbalance than due to the substitutions. Restoration of these signature interactions in variant 5 simulation is likely due to incidental compensation of errors, where perturbation and loosening of the adjacent parts of the SR motif due to the substitution reduce the force field imbalance in the 4BPh interaction region.
Variant 6. Variant 6 contains the isosteric tHS A8/G15 → A8/A15 substitution. Existence of this variant is supported by sequences, and it has been observed twice in 3D structures (G890−2AW7 and G168−1NBS). Although the substitution in the 8/15 bp prevented formation of the 4BPh 15/7 contact, all SR bp's were stable. The 6BPh in A5/A17 and the newly formed sugar−phosphate G4(O2P)/A5(O2′) contacts fluctuated. The stable trajectory of this variant is in accord with experimental data.
Thermodynamic studies 80 show that this single substitution, which converts the strongly H-bonded AG tHS base pair to a weaker AA tHS pair, significantly lowers the melting temperature of the motif compared to variant 0, more than is expected just from the change in H-bonding in the tHS pair itself. The large change in thermal stability is consistent with loss of the crucial base−phosphate interaction that connects position 15 with positions 6 and 7 of the base triple and weakens the tHS 8/15 base pair. This is corroborated by SHAPE analysis, which shows increased reactivity at positions 6, 7, and 16, even though those bases are not mutated. Nevertheless, the SHAPE data of variant 6 keep some resemblance of the native SR motif SHAPE reactivity pattern. Overall, the data suggest that variant 6 is capable to form SR motif; however, it is thermodynamically less stable than the variant 0. The SR motifs formed by sequence variant 6 could be stabilized by specific tertiary context in large RNA molecules.
Variant 7. Variant 7 included isosteric tSH G4/A18 → C4/ C18 and cSH G6/U7 → C6/U7 substitutions. The cSH C/U bp has only one H-bond mediated by a water molecule (C6(O2)/U7(O4)). The substitution in the 6/7 bp prevented formation of the 4BPh 6/16 contact. Changes in the flexible and G-bulge regions were observed. Particularly, the mutated cSH C6/U7 bp was disrupted at the beginning of the simulation. The tWH U7/A16 bp oscillated between tWH and tSH geometries. In the flexible region the C4/C18 bp oscillated between tSH, cWW-wm, and unpaired geometries (Figures 9 and 10) . The adjacent A5/A17 bp fluctuated between tHH and tHH-wm geometries (Figure 10 ). The 6BPh A5/A17 and the newly formed sugar−phosphate G4(O2P)/ A5(O2′) contacts fluctuated considerably. Loss of the most characteristic cSH C6/U7 feature of the SR motif shows that it is not a viable SR motif variant.
Variant 8. Variant 8 included isosteric tSH G4/A18 → C4/ A18, tHH A5/A17 → A5/C17, cSH G6/U7 → A6/C7, and near-isosteric tWH U7/A16 → C7/A16 substitutions. The substitution in 6/7 bp prevented formation of the 4BPh 6/16 contact. The mutated C4/A18 bp oscillated between tSH, cWW-wm, cWW_B, and unpaired geometries (Figures 9 and  10) . The adjacent A5/C17 bp oscillated between tWW and unpaired geometries (Figure 10 ). The A6/C7 bp was disrupted at the beginning of the simulation. C7 repeatedly paired with G15 and formed a C7/G15 cWW bp. As indicated also by RMSD ( Figure 7 ) the sequence of variant 8 appears to be unable to form a correctly folded SR motif.
Variant 9. Variant 9 included nonisosteric tHH A5/A17 → G5/A17 and isosteric tHS A8/G15 → A8/A15 substitutions. The substitution in the 8/15 bp prevented formation of the 4BPh 15/7 interaction and the substitution in the 5/17 bp prevented formation of the 6BPh 5/17 interaction. bp's in the G-bulge region were stable, but we observed changes in the flexible region. The mutated G5/A17 bp oscillated between tHH-wm and tHH_B geometries (Figures 9 and 10 ) and the adjacent G4/A18 bp oscillated between tSH and tSH-open geometry (Figure 10 ). Although the G5/A17 bp is not isosteric and considerable fluctuations in its geometry were observed, 200 ns was not sufficient to disrupt the flexible region ( Figure  7) .
Variant 10. Variant 10 included nonisosteric tSH G4/A18 → A4/U18, tHH A5/A17 → G5/A17, tWH U7/A16 → A7/ A16, tHS A8/G15 → U8/A15, and isosteric cSH G6/U7 → A6/A7 substitutions. The substitutions prevented the formation of 4BPh 6/16, 4BPh 15/7, and 6BPh 5/17 contacts. The mutated tSH A4/U18 bp and tHS U8/A15 bp changed to cWW geometry at the beginning of the simulation. Other significant changes occurred subsequently. Particularly the A16 changed position and formed tHS A16/U8 bp. The A17 formed contact with A7. These changes were reversible and occurred several times. Finally the cWW A4/U18 bp was disrupted, and U18 left its position. The A17 relocated and stacked with the U18 out of the duplex. Variant 10 thus lost all characteristics of SR motif in a very short time period.
Prolongation of Simulations. All simulations, except of variant 10 that lost all important structural features of the SR motif in 100 ns, were prolonged to 500 ns. The majority of systems (structures 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, and 8) showed identical behavior as in the first 200 ns of simulations. RMSD developments can be found in the Supporting Information, Figure S6 .
Prolongation of simulations 7 and 9 revealed moderate additional changes supporting the expectation that systems 7 and 9 will gradually lose the characteristic interactions of the SR motif on longer time scales and therefore are not able to form the SR motif. In variant 7 the tWW geometry of A5/A17 was sampled to a certain extent. Bp's 4/18 and 5/17 of variant 9 changed to cWW and tWW geometries which may (see below) later on result in disruption of the whole motif. Thus we prolonged simulation of variant 9 to 1 μs, which resulted in complete disruption of its structure.
Major perturbations occurred in prolonged simulations of variants 4 and 5, further propagating instabilities sensed in the first 200 ns period. The flexible region formed by a combination of nucleotides not viable according to the sequence data was not stable in the simulations. Structures 4 and 5 were disrupted in several consecutive steps which took dozens of nanoseconds each: (i) the 4/18 bp changed geometry to cWW; (ii) the 5/17 bp was disrupted, and the 6BPh 5/17 interaction was lost; (iii) the other BPh interactions were lost, while the 5/17 bp changed to tWW, and (iv) all noncanonical bp's changed to cis or trans WW geometry, the second strand changed backbone geometry to A-form, and the bulged G lost all interactions. No such changes occurred in variant 2 lacking the A8/G15 bp mutation despite having the same substitutions in the flexible region as variant 5. This suggests the stabilizing effect of the A8/G15 bp influencing even the nonadjacent bp's.
The transition of multiple bp's to WW geometry resulted from instability of the 4/18 bp. The backbone conformation and stacking interactions push the 4/18 bp to the cWW geometry. Therefore, nucleotide combinations supporting stable tSH geometry in the 4/18 bp position and its inability to form the cWW geometry support the SR motif. The simulations suggest that nucleotide combinations with good potential to form stable cWW bp are not suitable for the 4/18 bp position.
SHAPE Probing. The flexibility of the RNA backbone can be monitored at single nucleotide resolution using the SHAPE technique. 74 Nucleotides that are involved in either base−base or base−phosphate interactions exhibit low SHAPE reactivities (indicating low flexibility of backbone), while nucleotides not constrained by mentioned interactions are more flexible and exhibit higher values of SHAPE reactivity. Thus the stability of the system with a known structure can be monitored by the SHAPE technique.
All studied variants of SR motif were probed with SHAPE technique. Variants that are according to sequence data viable (variants: 0, 1, 6, and potentially also variant 3, see above) are supposed to form the characteristic fold of the SR motif in the SHAPE probing experiment, and therefore the SHAPE data can be directly compared to MD simulation. Variants 0 and 1 have very low SHAPE reactivities (Supporting Information, Figure  S2 ) in agreement with high stabilities of these variants in MD simulations. Variants 3 and 6 have somewhat increased SHAPE reactivities that are, however, still consistent with potential formation of the SR motif and in agreement with the simulation data. As discussed in detail above, we assume that variant 6 forms SR motif, while for variant 3 we suggest that the 4/18 CG pair adopts cWW geometry, and in the absence of an additional compensatory substitution the structure does not form fully a precisely shaped SR motif.
Comparison of SHAPE data with MD simulations is much more complicated for the variants that are not supported by sequence data to form SR motif and which also progressively deviate from the SR structure in the simulations. While MD simulations are too short to allow substantial refolding and simulated systems remain in the "SR-like" fold, their global fold of internal loops in SHAPE experiment could be different. Therefore, the comparison of SHAPE reactivities (flexibilities of backbone) with MD data is not straightforward. However, the SR motif was shown to be rigid (structural data, MD simulations, SHAPE probing of variant 0, 1), and high values of SHAPE reactivity are inconsistent with the correctly folded SR motif. Strong SHAPE reactivities (Supporting Information, Figure S2 ) suggest that variants 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 , and 10 do not form precisely shaped SR motif, and it is in good agreement with MD data.
Simulations with the Older Force Field. We have carried some simulations with older variants of the Amber RNA force field. They confirmed that the χ OL3 correction is essential to achieve stable RNA simulations. 36, 63, 64, 66 Without applying this correction, the force field imbalances would disturb the simulated structures before we could get enough data to assess the base substitutions. More details can be found in the Supporting Information.
■ DISCUSSION Bioinformatics Data. We identified 57 individual examples of SR motifs in the available set of nonredundant RNA 3D structures, which is the most complete survey of SR motifs currently available. Base pairing, base−phosphate interactions, and backbone geometries of all structures have been evaluated. Afterward, we extracted sequences aligned to these instances from large rRNA alignments in order to see the degree of support for different sequence variants.
It is not trivial to unambiguously interpret the bioinformatics data since, as we mentioned above, SR motifs at certain positions in the ribosome have different patterns of conserved nucleotides due to tertiary interactions in which they participate. Thus, there are general trends that apply to different instances of ribosomal SR motifs to different extent. For more details see the Supporting Information, Table S2 .
Bioinformatics analysis confirmed (i) high conservation of nucleotides forming base triple, (ii) high conservation of geometries of 5/17, 6/7, 7/16, and 8/15 base pairs, (iii) high conservation of all base−phosphate interactions in SR motifs, and (iv) some variability in base pairing and in sequence of the flexible region. Conservation of sequence in the G-bulge region and its variability in the flexible region have been described before, 5, 6 but the present study is the most complete so far. Based on bioinformatics and structural analyses we suggest the following four classes of SR motifs: (i) perfect SR motifs with all their native features flanked by canonical bp, (ii) perfect SR motifs which, however, are flanked by additional noncanonical bp, (iii) SR motifs with some modification of the base pairing pattern, and (iv) SR-like structures with some unusual (atypical) fold, often lacking the bottom bp from the flexible region and the S-turn (cf. Supporting Information, Figure 4 for a full survey). The later motifs occur in junction regions.
MD Simulations Can Predict the Ability of Different Sequence Variants To Form a Precisely Folded SR Motif. The simulations do not allow one to straightforwardly analyze the stability of the studied systems in a thermodynamic sense. However, we suggest that increased fluctuations and deviations of the simulated structures from the native geometries can be used as an indirect indicator of the stability of the simulated systems. Fast large-scale perturbations definitely allow one to conclude that a given sequence is unlikely to form a stable SR motif.
Some 0.5 μs scale MD simulations of SR motifs with different sequences but starting from the native structure were performed to examine their dynamic properties. To reach the basic conclusions, 200 ns simulations would be sufficient. In some cases, 500 ns data were useful for clarification. Note that unlimited prolongation of the simulations would not necessarily bring more reliable results since even the native SR motif is not perfectly described by the presently available force field variants. 55 Thus, very long simulations may start to accumulate some force field imbalances. Nevertheless, simulations in the range of 200−500 ns very well respond to base substitutions in SR motifs and may be used to complement bioinformatics analyses.
Results of MD simulations are in very good agreement with occurrence of the observed structures and with the SHAPE experiment. All three sequences that were observed to form the SR motif in X-ray structures (variants 0, 1, and 6) are stable in simulations, and all variants that are unstable in simulations exhibited strong SHAPE reactivities. Actually, the MD analysis is more reliable than our initial ranking based on an approximate bioinformatics scoring function which would rank one of the existing variants as sixth, that is, not capable to form the SR motif.
G6/U7/A16 Base Triple Is Absolutely Conserved. The most conserved element of the SR motif is the G6/U7/A16 base triple. It consists of two bp's which share nucleotide U7. The G6/U7/A16 cSH + tWH bp's combination occurs in all 57 observed occurrences (Table 1) , and these nucleotides are also highly conserved in all universally conserved ribosomal SR motifs in sequences (Supporting Information, Table S2 ).
The coupling between the G6/U7 and the U7/A16 bp's reduces the possible base combinations that are able to form isosteric structures. Another limitation of base combinations results from the inability of adenine, cytosine, and uracil to form the 4BPh interaction 34 that is characteristic for the Gbulge region. Absolute conservation of nucleotides in the base triple can be explained considering both constraints. Although there could be isosteric or near-isosteric substitutions at the bp level, none of them would provide the 4BPh interaction 34 between nucleotides 6 and 16.
The native G/U/A base triple was stable in simulations except cases where the whole structure was perturbed due to other substitutions (variants 4 and 5).
We performed simulations of three systems with a substitution in the G6/U7/A16 base triple. All caused instabilities. Isosteric G6 → C6 substitution in variant 7 disrupted the cSH C6/U7 bp, although the perturbation did not propagate further on the present simulation time scale. Near-isosteric G6/U7/A16 → A6/C7/A16 substitution in variant 8 also disrupted the A6/C7 bp. This slightly affected the adjacent A8/G15 bp, while the flexible region seemed to be unaffected. It behaved similarly to variant 2 where the same substitutions were introduced in the flexible region while having the native triple. Adenine at position 6 could in principle form a 6BPh interaction with A16, but due to the overall geometrical requirements this interaction was not formed. G6/U7/A16 → A6/A7/A16 substitution in variant 10 is nonisosteric at the bp level. Despite the fact that it enables formation of the 6BPh interaction, it leads to decisive deterioration of the whole structure.
A8/G15 bp Conservation Rules. The tHS A8/G15 base pair is highly conserved; however, C/U and A/A tHS bp (two occurrences of each) 8/15 combinations are occasionally observed in X-ray structures. Opening of this base pair has been studied by 1 H-NMR exchange measurements on a millisecond time scale. 81 The A/G base combination is conserved in the sequence of all universally conserved internal Table S2 ). All three variants observed in X-ray structures are isosteric at the bp level, but only the A/G bp enables formation of the G15/U7 4BPh interaction. There are combinations of nucleotides that can form isosteric bp's, but there is no isosteric base combination that would enable formation of the 4BPh 15/7 interaction. This interaction nevertheless appears to be dispensable.
We performed simulations with three different mutations in this bp. Note that the assessment of simulations targeting this bp is complicated by the inability of the force field to stabilize the 4BPh 15/7 interaction even with the native A/G bp, probably due to imbalance in the torsional part of the force field. 55 Despite this, the native tHS A8/G15 bp was absolutely stable in all simulations; that is, the simulation finds an alternative backbone geometry without the native BPh interaction.
Variant 6 with the isosteric tHS A/G → A/A substitution showed the same behavior as the reference structure, despite abolishing the 4BPh interaction. It is fair to admit that, since the force field inaccuracy results in the loss of this interaction even with the native tHS A/G bp, the simulations might be less sensitive to fully visualize the effect of the 8/15 substitution. Nevertheless, the very stable A8/A15 simulation is consistent with occurrence of this variant in the available structures. Thermodynamics studies 80 as well as our SHAPE data show that the A/G → A/A substitution reduces the stability of the SR motif.
The near-isosteric tHS A8/G15 → U8/G15 substitution (variants 4 and 5) is not supported by experimental data and is also not supported by simulations. The WC edges of uracils 7 and 8 are oriented similarly to the Hoogsteen edge of A16 and thus mutually compete for interaction with A16. Indeed, poor stabilization of U8 at its position (only single H-bond) and location near to U7 resulted in perturbation of the G-bulge region. The decreased stability of the G-bulge region resulted in bigger structural changes in prolonged simulations of variants 4 and 5. In the case of the nonisosteric A8/G15 → U8/A15 substitution (variant 10), this bp changed geometry to cWW not compatible with the SR motif. In summary, the native tHS A8/G15 bp comprising three "internal" H-bonds and another two H-bonds with sugar of G6 and backbone of U7 is by far the most stable bp at this position. Substitution of A8/G15 by less stable bp's that are not fully isosteric leads to instability of the G-bulge region, showing good correspondence between the experimental data and simulations.
5/17 bp Conservation Rules. This bp consists of conserved adenine at position 5 and adenine or cytosine at position 17. Dominant in observed structures (∼85%) is tHH A/A followed by water-mediated tHH-wm A/C (∼10%) ( Table 1) . SR motifs in junction loops with complicated structures (1S72-G381 and 1S72-G464) have tHH A/A. This observation is supported by sequence data (Supporting Information, Table S2 ). The junction SR motifs are those lacking the adjacent 4/18 bp. Thus, geometry of the 5/17 bp is solely tHH for A5/A17 combination and preferably tHH-wm in case of A5/C17. These combinations are isosteric, and the 6BPh 5/17 interaction is present in both cases. AU bp that was also observed in X-ray structures is not isosteric with tHH AA bp but is geometrically very similar to tHH-wm A/C bp; thus its occurrence is not surprising. There is no other isosteric bp preserving the 6BPh 5/17 interaction, 34 yet there is a single instance of a GC combination in the X-ray structures (Table 1) which, however, occurs in rather unusual G485−1FJG SR loop structure (Supporting Information, Figure S4c ).
An important finding of the simulations not apparent from the bioinformatics data is profound coupling between structural dynamics of the 5/17 and 4/18 bp's ( Figure 10) . Normally, the A5/A17 bp sampled tHH and tHH-wm geometries. tWW A5/ A17 geometry that is very different from tHH was sampled in variants 3, 4, and 7 where the adjacent 4/18 pair rearranged to a stable cWW bp. The A5/C17 base combination sampled tHHwm, tWW, and unpaired geometries. The 6BPh 5/17 interaction was disrupted in tWW geometry. However, note that in variants with A5/C17 also the 4/18 bp was mutated to C4/A18 (variants 2, 5, and 8).
The nonisosteric tHH G5/A17 bp (variants 9 and 10) does not preserve the BPh 5/17 interaction. tHH-wm (similar to cWH G/A) and tHH_B geometries ( Figure 9 ) were sampled. These geometries of base pairing are not similar and transition between them requires large movement of the bases. This is indicated by the RMSD graph of variant 9 ( Figure 7) where lower regions correspond to the tHH-wm geometry of the 5/17 bp. The fact that the stability of the flexible region comprising the G5/A17 bp is lower in comparison with the A5/A17 or A5/ C17 bp's corresponds to experimental data that do not suggest viability of the G5/A17 bp.
4/18 bp Should Not Support the cWW Arrangement. The sequence and geometry of the last noncanonical bp of SR motif is quite variable. In structural data nine different 4/18 combinations of bases were observed ( Table 1 ). The most frequent geometries are tSH and ntSH-wm, but also instances of cWW and tWW were observed, demonstrating that this bp is indeed flexible (Table 1) . Some base combinations were observed in two different geometries in X-ray structures. In addition, a closer inspection of the structures shows that nucleotides 4 and 18 are typically not paired in junction loop SR motifs, which also lack the S-turn. Further, all three observed instances of tWW U4/U18 bp are in structures near junctions, where no helix is formed under the SR motif. So, the tWW U4/U18 combination appears rather as deviation from optimal SR motif. Finally, two of the three instances of cWW geometry are seen in structures with another bulged base below the flexible region (G485−1FJG and G300−3G78). Moreover, sequence data showed that cWW 4/18 bp is viable only in structures with additional flanking noncanonical bp's. The structure G75−1UN6 occurring in a complex of 5S rRNA with part of TFIIIA protein contains cWW UU bp and is an exception, because it has cWW 4/18 bp combined with canonical 3/19 bp. However, this sequence variant is not supported by 5S rRNA sequence data, so its significance is unclear. Considering all of these facts we suggest that despite the variability of the 4/18 base pairing the tSH and ntSH-wm are those geometries of 4/18 bp that intrinsically support local SR motifs. The other geometries and sequence variants should be considered as exceptions and are associated with some additional structural features not present in perfect SR motifs.
Several variants with isosteric mutations in 4/18 bp were simulated. Only G4/A18 (variant 0 and 6) bp remained in tSH geometry. The C4/C18 bp in X-ray structures has variable geometries, and indeed these were sampled in MD simulation of variants 1 and 7. Simulation behavior of G/A and C/C 4/18 bp's thus nicely agrees with sequence and structural data. The isosteric G4/A18 → C4/A18 and A5/A17 → A5/C17 double substitutions were introduced in variants 2, 5, and 8. This combination decreased stability of the flexible region, and the tWW A5/C17 and cWW_B C4/A18 geometries were sampled ( Figure 9 ). Nonisosteric C4/G18 (variant 3) and A4/U18 (variant 10) bp's adopt canonical cWW geometry not compatible with SR motif, which further disrupts the adjacent 5/17 bp confirming that these substitutions are not viable. Note that sequence data give some support for the variant 3 to be potentially able to form the SR motif (Supporting Information, Table S1 ), but closer inspection of sequences showed the presence of noncanonical 3/19 bp in such cases (data not shown).
As discussed above, despite the fact that CA and AA combinations in position 4/18 could potentially form protonated cWW base pairs, such base pairing does not appear to be supported by the overall context of SR motifs.
SR Motif Consensus Model. The simulations revealed an important aspect of the 4/18 base pair that was not apparent from the bioinformatics and structural data. The simulations show that the 4/18 bp tends to adopt cWW or cWW like geometry in simulations which competes with the tSH geometry. The population of the cWW geometries depends on a combination of bases forming the 4/18 bp and on stability of the adjacent 5/17 bp. A stable A5/A17 bp supports the tSH geometry of the 4/18 pair. While in case of the 5/17 and 8/15 bp's and the 6/7/16 base triple, it was obvious that the BPh interactions constrain possible sequences; it was not straightforward to find what constrains the 4/18 bp besides isostericity. MD simulations clarified that the inability to form stable cWW geometry is an important factor in case of the 4/18 bp. The ability of bp's to adopt cWW (4/18 bp) and tWW (5/17bp) geometries correlates with perturbation of the SR motif. Indeed, structural data reveal only such 4/18 base combinations that are unable to form stable cWW bp (or have only small propensity to form this geometry). The most populated 4/18 combinations are not able to form cWW bp without protonization (AC, CC) or are very stable in tSH geometry (GA). Considering dynamical behavior of the simulated variants supplemented by sequence and structural data, we propose the consensus sequence of the internal loop SR motif ( Figure 11 ). The most stable variant of SR motif is unambiguously variant 0. Reasons for conservation of the Gbulge region (A8/G15 + G6/U7/A16) are described above. While variants with different sequence of the flexible region are intrinsically less stable, they are often useful to form tertiary interactions. Thus, there is some sequence variability in this region. There can be either A or C at positions 17 and 18. A at position 5 is required to form the 6BPh interaction. Finally, nucleotide 4 must be able to form a stable tSH bp and should not be able to form a competitive cWW geometry.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We identified 57 instances of the SR motif in a nonredundant subset of the RNA 3D structures and divided them into four groups (Supporting Information, Figure S4 ).
We extracted sequences aligned to these instances from large rRNA alignments to see the degree of support for different sequence variants. We used a simple scoring scheme based on isostericity to prepare 10 sequence variants of the SR motif with a highly variable degree of expected compatibility with the perfect SR motif (Figure 6 ).
MD simulations were applied to assess the structural stability of these SR motif variants. The MD simulations show stable trajectories for SR variants that correspond to existing SR motifs. In contrast, nonisosteric base substitutions lead to unstable structures, but so did isosteric substitutions which are unable to make base−phosphate interactions observed in 3D structures. The outcome of the 0.5 μs MD simulation runs thus very well agrees with the structural and sequence data.
The results of SHAPE probing that was performed for all studied SR motif variants agreed with MD data. The simulation technique reflects properties of the different SR motif variants better than the simple bioinformatics scoring function that we used for the initial scoring.
MD simulation is an established theoretical technique capable to address many issues of structural dynamics and physical chemistry of RNA molecules. 35−51 Obviously, the method has some limitations stemming from the affordable simulation time scales 82, 83 and force field approximations. 64, 84, 85 Our present study nevertheless suggests that the MD simulation technique can very efficiently assess the impact of base substitutions in known RNA motifs. Therefore, the MD simulation technique may be used as a robust complement to bioinformatics techniques analyzing noncanonical RNA building blocks and their conservation patterns. 4−6,86−88 Note that, although the SR motif is a small molecule, it has quite a complicated structure which is challenging for accurate force field description. Still, regarding the assessment of different base substitutions, the MD results are unambiguous. The χ OL3 63, 64 force field correction is essential to achieve stable RNA simulations. Without applying this correction, the force field imbalances would deteriorate the simulated structures before we could assess the effects of the base substitutions.
Based on the simulations, we identify coupling between structural dynamics of the two base pairs of the flexible region and suggest that the inability of the 4/18 base pair to form stable cWW arrangement is an important hitherto unknown sequence constraint for proper folding of the SR motif. We suggest a refined consensus scheme for the SR motif ( Figure  11 ).
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